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Abstract
An ultimate goal of shopping mall or retailer is to maximize sales. Thus, if it is possible to forecast sales by
examining behaviors of shoppers, it can be an important study which will contribute to activating a shopping
mall. In this context, this study intends to accomplish the following objectives by using actual sales data of
shopping malls; first, to clarify correlation between spatial configuration and sales; second, to build a visual
analysis–based spatial analysis model which reflects shopping mall’s spatial configuration and human visual
perception; and finally, to present index on which to forecast. Following methods: (1) to draw integration
variables based on existing methodology of forecasting sales; (2) to establish a visual analysis–based spatial
analysis model; the model is established through ISOVIST Field and integration variables are drawn through a
model which reflects entrances and show windows; (3) to analyze correlation between sales and variables
derived through modeling.
The result of analysis shows that sales, pedestrian movement and spatial configuration are correlated with
one another; and it is possible to forecast the value of a store like sales and pedestrian movement based on
spatial configuration. Also, combined isovist fields in front of the show window, total integration [HH]
showed the highest correlation with sales. Retail shop vitalization index is a new index for forecasting the
value of a store. This index shows that the value of a store can be determined by the extent of accessibility to
the store from isovist field. That is, it is possible to forecast that when Isovist area is wide and total
integration [HH] is high, sales increase.
This study has a meaning in that it derived Retail shop vitalization Index which can assess the value of a
Retail shop and suggest vitalization plans and established a model which reflects shoppers’ behaviors of
using shopping space.
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1. INTRODUCTION: NECESSITY OF SPACE ANALYSIS METHOD BASED ON VISUAL PERCEPTION TRAIT FOR
FORECAST SALES
An ultimate goal of shopping mall or retailer is to maximize sales. Thus, if it is possible to forecast sales by
examining behaviors of shoppers, it can be an important study which will contribute to activating a shopping
mall. However, preceding papers performed research based on pedestrian movement or a survey with
shoppers to forecast sales since it was difficult to obtain actual sales data . Preceding papers on sales
forecast show the following results:
If the number of pedestrians on the street increases, sales of commercial facilities around increases, which
raises the value of commercial facilities there. As there is a proportional relation between pedestrian
movement and the number of shop visitors and most changes in the number of shop visitors can be
explained by pedestrian movement, it is possible to predict the number of shop visitors and sales based on
pedestrian movement (Choi, 2001). And a relation between pedestrian movement and spatial configuration
has been proved by studies performed in areas of urban∙ architecture and architecture. Especially pedestrian
movement in a large scale commercial space is affected by spatial configuration of the building, so
correlation between pedestrian movement and spatial configuration is larger than 0.7(R2) (Kim, 2006; Shin,
2004). Thus, there seems to be a relation between sales and pedestrian movement and between pedestrian
movement and spatial configuration. As Figure 1 shows, if there is correlation between sales and spatial
configuration, spatial configuration has an effect on sales, and thus it is possible to forecast sales and
pedestrian movement of a shop or assess the value of a shop.

Figure 1.

Relation of Sales‐ Pedestrian Movement‐ Spatial Configuration

When perceiving a space, man obtains more than 80% of information through visual sense; and when
recognizing a space, man depends upon vision more than anything else. Roland Hall from the United States
defined the first and second phases in the principle of AIDMA, a psychological process associated with
buying, as stages of collecting information about shop or product, and said that these stages bring mostly
about behaviors associated with visual sense. However, existing papers on spatial analysis of shopping malls
analyze quantitatively spatial configuration aspects including how visibility is distributed in a space, but fail
to reflect human traits related to visual perception. While studies reflecting human traits related to visual
perception in a physical space have appeared recently, they quantitatively analyze human traits in terms of
visual field angle, visual access‐exposure level and visibility distance in an existing visual analysis model, but
do not reflect human behaviors about using space ( Lee, 2007; Cho, 2010).
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As purchase behaviors can be changed by varied visual information in a shopping mall with complicated
spatial configuration, there is need for a new analysis methodology including human behaviors and traits
associated with space use and visual perception.
In this context, this study intends to accomplish the following objectives by using actual sales data of
shopping malls; first, to clarify correlation between spatial configuration and sales; second, to make a visual
analysis–based spatial analysis model which reflects shopping mall’s spatial configuration and human visual
perception; and finally, to present index on which to forecast. To accomplish these research objectives, this
study examined and analyzed 28 stores in basement floor 1 of “C Mall” located in Seoul, Korea and
employed the following methods: (1) to make integration variables based on existing methodology of
forecasting sales; (2) to establish a visual analysis–based spatial analysis model; the model is established
through ISOVIST Field and integration variables are drawn through a model which reflects entrances and
show windows; (3) to analyze correlation between sales and variables derived through modeling.

2. METHOD: VISUAL ANALYSIS‐BASED SPATIAL CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS METHOD
2.1 Visual Analysis‐based Spatial Configuration Analysis Method
To establish a spatial analysis model based on visual analysis which reflects visual perception, this paper
performs the following tasks: First, this paper analyzes basement floor 1 of C Mall without including stores
using VGA as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Visual Graph Analysis of C mall B1F

Second, this paper builds a model with Visual Graph in the following ways; (1) a way of forecasting the value
of each store based on mean value of existing Isovist Integration and (2) a way of making Isovist Field for
visual analysis‐based spatial analysis, examining Isovist Integration within the Field, and analyzing how to
make Isovist Field by dividing into three phases in the Table 1 below.
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Third, Variables are derived on the basis of a newly established model. Variables are derived in the three
ways using Isovist Field and each store’s Isovist Area, Average Integration [HH], Average Integration [HH](R3),
Maximum Integration [HH], Maximum Integration [HH](R3), Minimum Integration [HH] , Minimum
Integration [HH](R3), Total Integration [HH], Total Integration [HH] (R3)’ are derived.
Fourth, this paper analyzes correlation between sales and variables drawn through a newly established
model; examines a relation between sales and spatial configuration; and presents index on which to forecast
sales by establishing a spatial analysis model based on visual analysis which reflects spatial configuration and
human visual perception.

Table 1. Analysis metod utilizing isovist field

Isovist Field at the entrance

Isovist Field at the show‐window

Combined Isovist Field
at the show‐window

2.2 Making A Visual Analysis‐based Spatial Analysis Model
2.2.1 Analysis of a retail shop’s value using average integration
With regard to spatial configuration characteristics, as in Figure 3, this paper selected corridors in front of
stores and analyzed accessibility and characteristics of stores with mean Isovist Integration of selected space.
(kong, 2011)

Figure 3. Analysis method of a retail shop’s value using average integration
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And with this analysis, this paper deducted Isovist Area, Average Integration [HH] and Average Integration
[HH](R3). With these findings, this paper could quantitatively analyze the value of a store in terms of spatial
configuration like how visibility of a store is distributed in spatial configuration.

2.2.2 Making a Model using ISOVIST Field
To establish a visual analysis‐based spatial analysis model, this study makes isovist field using the entrance
and show window and then makes a model in three ways.
1) Isovist Field Model at the entrance
Isovist Field model in the entrance refers to choosing Isovist Field as in Figure 4 under an assumption that a
shopper is standing in the entrance. A Isovist Field chosen in the entrance means an area visible from the
entrance, but it is possible to say that the entrance is to be seen to a shopper standing in Isovist Field. Thus,
it can be considered as visibility area which each store has. Choose Isovist Field in the entrance of each store,
and push maximum, minimum, mean and total Integration to deduct Isovist Integration within visibility area.
As a result, it is possible to make Integration and Isovist area of Isovist Field in the entrance.

Figure 4. Isovist Field Model at the entrance
(Left: Entrance of shop, Right: chosen isovist filed at the entrance)

2) Isovist Field Model at the show window
According to purchase behaviors of shoppers at a large scale shopping mall, shoppers looking around in a
mall depend on visual information like display or advertising signs in the show window to choose a store. A
show window mentioned in this paper involves a technology of displaying products in a space called ‘show
window’ and publicizing a store to customers to promote the sale of goods. Many retailers employing
VMD(Visual Merchandising) have believe in window display. Exciting fashion displays in store window are
miniature theatrical productions that turn passersby into window shoppers. A display window’s fashion
image must be strong enough to stop traffic‐foot traffic, that is. The fashion message must be strong enough
to compel window‐shoppers to enter the store and locate the item in the department. Effective fashion
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windows mark the first step in a planned progression that leads shoppers from viewing to purchasing.
(Bell;Ternus,2002)
In other words, a store with a conspicuous show window is likely to make more sales and attract more
shoppers compared to one whose information is not to be seen. Thus, as in the Figure 5, under an
assumption that it is in the front of the store where shoppers perceive a store;

Figure 5. Show window's location for selection of Isovist field

(1) Choose Isovist field in the front grid of the show window, and several Isovist fields appear. (2) To deduct
Integration in this Isovist area, push maximum, minimum, mean and total integration values on visual graph
into isovist graph (3) Make variables within Isovist area with mean value obtained by adding isovist field
integrations of deducted variables and then dividing it by the number of fields.

Figure 6. Making Isovist Field Model at the show window
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3) Combined Isovist Field Model at the show window
As the above mean value of isovist fields does not distinguish intersection and is obtained by dividing
added field integrations by the number of fields, its visual range is likely to be unclear. Thus, choose isovist in
the front grid and remodel a range by integrating overlapped layers (as in the Figure7:Left) instead of mean
value of isovist fields. As in the Figure 7(Right), draw a new model as a range when integrating many isovist
fields. After that, add a new layer to depthmap program and push to deduct integration value within a
remodeled isovist field.
This remodeled isovist field can show a visibility range of a store properly, make up for limitations of other
methods, and perform spatial analysis of a store based on visual analysis more clearly. In addition, it is
possible to develop new index which reflects both human visual perception traits and shopping behaviors in
a mall.

Figure 7. Combined Isovist Field Model at the show window

3. Analysis of Correlation between Sales and Visual Analysis‐based Spatial Configuration Characteristic
Value
To test a visual analysis‐based spatial analysis model for forecasting sales, this study uses SPSS, a statistical
program; and analyzes correlation between sales and spatial configuration value in a new model which
assumes that integration within Isovist area and sales are related to each other. Based on this analysis, this
paper intends to clarify a relation between spatial configuration and sales and present an optimal index.

3.1 Correlation between average integration of an existing store value analysis method and sales
Table 2 is the result of analyzing correlation between sales and variables drawn with spatial configuration
value in an analysis of a store’s value using average integration. In a model which chose corridors in front of
a store, Average integration [HH] was 0.510(R), which indicates the highest relation with sales. However, as
this model chooses spatial configuration characteristics of a store at random, it cannot assess the value of a
store properly. Thus, this paper utilized isovist Field to establish a model which can supplement a limitation
of choosing a store‘s characteristics randomly, and the result is presented in the next section.
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Table 2. correlation of average integraion and sales

Isovist area
구분

SALES

Average integration[HH]

Average integration[HH]R3

correlation
coefficient

p‐value

correlation
coefficient

p‐value

correlation
coefficient

p‐value

0.142

0.470

0.510(**)

0.006

0.258

0.185

3.2 Correlation between integration of visual analysis‐based spatial configuration analysis method and
sales
Sales variable used in visual analysis‐based spatial configuration analysis is actual sales data which each
store reported in 2009; and spatial configuration value of each store is based on correlation analysis of 9
variables which were derived from a model made using isovist field.
Above all, in a model which chose Isovist Field in the entrance, Minimum integration[HH] was 0.523(R) and
Average integration[HH] was 0.501(R), which indicates positive correlation with sales. Second, in a model
which chose Isovist Field in front of the show window and drew mean value of integration values within
several chosen Isovist Fields, Average integration[HH] was 0.519(R) and Minimum integration[HH] was
0.499(R), which indicates positive correlation with sales. Third, in a model which chose Isovist Field in the
front of the show window and combined chosen Isovist Fields into one, Total integration[HH] was 0.600(R),
which was the largest correlation coefficient compared to other models. This variable has positive
correlation with sales; and when p‐value is less than 0.001, the result is significant. And for the second
highest variable, Average integration [HH] was 0.502(R), which is a weak correlation coefficient and indicates
positive correlation.
The result of analysis shows that Integration [HH] has greater positive correlation with sales compared to
Integration [HH]R3, which means that spatial configuration characteristics and sales of a shopping mall have
an effect on each other; and the two variables are correlated with each other.
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Table 3. Correlation between integration of visual analysis‐based spatial configuration analysis method and sales
Isovist Field at the entrance
Isovist area
correlation
coefficient
0.440

Average integration[HH]
p‐value

correlation
coefficient

0.019

0.501

Maximum integration[HH]

SALES

correlation
coefficient
0.405

p‐value
0.033

‐0.025

Minimum integration[HH]R3

p‐value

p‐value

0.007

0.342

0.074

Maximum integration[HH]R3
correlation
coefficient

Average integration[HH]R3
correlation
coefficient

Minimum integration[HH]

p‐value

correlation
coefficient

p‐value

0.898

0.523

0.004

Total integration[HH]

Total integration[HH] R3

correlation
coefficient

p‐value

correlation
coefficient

p‐value

correlation
coefficient

p‐value

0.372

0.052

0.398

0.036

0.182

0.353

Isovist Field at the Show‐window
Isovist area
correlation
coefficient
0.118

Average integration[HH]
p‐value

correlation
coefficient

0.549

0.519

Maximum integration[HH]

SALES

correlation
coefficient
0.440

p‐value
0.019

‐0.043

Minimum integration[HH]R3

p‐value

p‐value

0.007

0.354

0.064

Maximum integration[HH]R3
correlation
coefficient

Average integration[HH]R3
correlation
coefficient

Minimum integration[HH]

p‐value

correlation
coefficient

p‐value

0.830

0.499

0.007

Total integration[HH]

Total integration[HH] R3

correlation
coefficient

p‐value

correlation
coefficient

p‐value

correlation
coefficient

p‐value

0.414

0.029

0.398

0.036

0.151

0.443

Combined Isovist Field at the show‐window
Isovist area
correlation
coefficient
0.237

Average integration[HH]
p‐value

correlation
coefficient

0.225

0.502

Maximum integration[HH]

SALES

correlation
coefficient
0.432

p‐value
0.022

‐0.107

Minimum integration[HH]R3

p‐value

p‐value

0.006

0.310

0.109

Maximum integration[HH]R3
correlation
coefficient

Average integration[HH]R3
correlation
coefficient

Minimum integration[HH]

p‐value

correlation
coefficient

p‐value

0.587

0.372

0.051

Total integration[HH]

Total integration[HH] R3

correlation
coefficient

p‐value

correlation
coefficient

p‐value

correlation
coefficient

p‐value

0.219

0.262

0.600

0.001

0.441

0.019
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4. NEW INDEX FOR FORECASTING THE VALUE OF A STORE: ISOVIST + TOTAL INTEGRATION [HH]
Display in the show window has a meaning in upgrading an image of a store and raising the efficiency of
selling products by differentiating itself from other stores (Choi, 1986). In general, consumers depend upon
advertisements as primary information to perceive a brand, but they are greatly influenced by display factor
in the stage of purchasing goods (Han, 1983). That is, visibility of the show window in a store can maximize
sales by inducing shoppers to purchase goods. Thus, this study made isovist field in an area of the show
window and examined ISOVIST integration in that field to analyze spatial configuration and shoppers’
behaviors about using space, which means that a store with different accessibility in isovist field can have
different value.
According to the result of analysis, total integration [HH] of a model which combined isovist fields showed
the highest correlation(R=0.600). This result can be interpreted as follows: when Isovist area is large and
integration is high, sales increase; and sales have greater correlation with total integration [HH].
When using a space, people feel that a space with larger visibility has easier accessibility or availability (Kim,
2009). This can be translated as follows: shoppers without a specific store in mind choose a store and
purchase goods according to visibility and accessibility in a shopping mall. That is, wider isovist field or
higher visibility and accessibility can serve as a favorable factor in activating a store. A model capable of
assessing this variable is one which integrated isovist fields; and this model’s total integration [HH] is index
to forecast sales, which can be used in estimating sales or rent of a store.

5. CONCLUSION
5.1 Summary of the Results
This study intended to clarify correlation between spatial configuration and sales, build a visual analysis‐
based spatial configuration analysis model which reflects spatial configuration in a shopping mall and human
visual perception and suggest index for forecasting sales. The results are summarized as follows:
First, sales, pedestrian movement and spatial configuration are correlated with one another; and it is
possible to forecast the value of a store like sales and pedestrian movement based on spatial configuration.
Like preceding studies, pilot study showed that there is a high correlation between sales and pedestrian
traffic. Correlation coefficient between sales and pedestrian traffic was 0.72(R), which indicates that there is
a high correlation between the two variables; as R2 is 0.52, pedestrian traffic has an effect on sales. Thus,
there is a sales‐pedestrian movement ‐spatial configuration relation, which means that it is possible to
forecast sales based on spatial configuration.
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Figure 8. Relation of Sales‐ Pedestrian Movement‐ Spatial Configuration

Second, in a model built by combined isovist fields in front of the show window, total integration [HH]
showed the highest correlation with sales. According to the result of analyzing correlation between sales
and variables of three models using isovist field, total integration [HH] of a model which integrated isovist
fields was 0.6, which indicates a high correlation with sales.
Third, Retail shop activation index is a new index for forecasting the value of a store. This index shows that
the value of a store can be determined by the extent of accessibility to the store from isovist field. That is, it
is possible to forecast that when Isovist area is wide and total integration [HH] is high, sales increase.
On the basis of an important assumption that visibility and accessibility of a store can have an effect on sales,
this study established a new model and derived variables in order to clarify correlation between spatial
configuration characteristics and sales. This study has a meaning in that it derived Store Activation Index
which can assess the value of a store and suggest activation plans and established a model which reflects
shoppers’ behaviors of using shopping space.

5.2 Implication research
This study is part of basic research for clarifying relations among spatial configuration characteristics, sales
and rent. This study was also basic research for discovering a new model and index for estimating the value
of a store based on spatial configuration and visual perception characteristics. Thus, implication research
considered to require new ideas will be carried on as follows.
First, there is need for statistical analysis which reflects business type plan of a store. In this study, business
type plan of a store can be seen as MD plan. Most people say that the main success factor to stimulate the
economy and trading activities in the commercial zones is strongly related to how to categorize the stores
and locate them into a right each position.
MD plan in a shopping mall can be classified into fashion, F&B, culture, entertainment, convenience store,
fancy goods, etc. The reason why it is necessary to reflect this MD plan at statistical analysis is that shoppers’
purchase behaviors can be changed according to MD. Shoppers show different purchase behaviors according
to business type of a store (for example, fashion or F&B), even though stores are located in a place with the
same spatial configuration characteristics. Placement of business types can also be changed according to
spatial configuration and pedestrian movement. For example, when a convenience facility is planned in a
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place with higher accessibility and larger pedestrian traffic, shoppers can use the facility easily. Thus, in case
of facilities like a complex shopping mall which includes various tenants and MD plans, there is need to
examine them by classifying business types. It is also necessary to study how to examine business type
variable in connection with spatial configuration. Now, statistical analysis tends to be performed by
converting business type variable into dummy variable, but it is a problem that the result does not show
characteristics of business types clearly. Thus, it is necessary to make a solution about how to convert
business type variable. As this future research should contribute to planning business type placement as well
as activating stores when planning a shopping mall, new ideas are needed.
Second, there is need for an estimation formula for forecasting the value of a store by examining factors
affecting sales and reflecting spatial configuration characteristics. As spatial configuration characteristics are
very important in a shopping mall, it is possible to forecast the value of a store, pedestrian traffic, etc. based
on spatial configuration characteristics. However, in addition to spatial configuration characteristics, there
are various factors affecting sales. Thus, if future research can present a statistical estimation formula which
reflects such factors, it will become an important study which contributes to forecasting business activation
when planning a shopping mall or store.
Third, it is necessary to examine varied spatial configuration characteristic values on which to forecast sales
in a shopping mall. This study examined variables, focusing on integration. But it is necessary to consider
deriving a variable which can explain spatial configuration of a shopping mall clearly. It will be meaningful to
discover a variable on which to forecast the extent of activating a shopping mall and sales.
Fourth, it is necessary to clarify a relation between sales and rent. Higher sales means higher value of a
store. Thus, there is supposed to be a relation between sales and rent on which to assess the value of a
store, but it was found that there is little relation between the two variables, if any (Kong, 2011). This result
means that rent is not calculated based on objective data but determined by policy. However, as rent is a
basis for assessing the value of a store, there is need for determining rent based on objective variables and a
statistical estimation formula. If spatial configuration characteristics are reflected when determining rent, it
is possible to clarify relation between rent and the value of a store according to sales. This approach to
assessing the value of a store can create a considerable synergy effect for both tenants and lessees.
As a shopping mall has varied complex functions and complicated flows of human traffic, it is not very easy
to activate stores in it. If it is possible to forecast sales when planning a shopping mall, it is also possible to
find a plan to maximize profit. Therefore, if research about sales forecast based on behaviors of shopping
mall users (spatial configuration use behaviors and visual perception traits in this study) is continued, it is
considered to be able to create a synergy effect for the operator and tenants of a shopping mall by
suggesting plans to activate a shopping mall and a formula of determining rent objectively or statistically.
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